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(bct) and (fct)-Fe–N with various contents and unit-cell volumes were synthesized by using a multilayer fabrication technique.
The effect of axial ratio and atomic volume on magnetism of these phases was examined. The atomic volume of and phases monot-
onously increases with increasing either content of Fe–N layers or in-plane lattice spacing of intermediate layers. In both cases of
and -Fe–N, the magnetic moment increases with increasing atomic volume. This result qualitatively corresponds to theoretical predic-
tion. In the case of -Fe–N, the magnetic moment increases with an increasing axial ratio. On the other hand, in the case of -Fe–N,
the magnetic moment decreases with an increasing axial ratio. In the case of -Fe–N, the exchange integral ( ) does not change against
both atomic volume and axial ratio. On the other hand, in the case of -Fe–N, increases with increasing atomic volume and slightly
decreases with increasing axial ratio. Judging from these results, we can expect to further enhance the magnetic moment with relatively
high c, when we could realize the intermediate state of and -Fe–N.
Index Terms—Curie temperature, Fe–N, magnetic moment, multilayer fabrication technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
G IANT magnetic moment exceeding a Slater–Paulingcurve is predicted by theoretical calculation in -Fe and
-Fe, with increasing unit-cell volume [1] and experimentally
confirmed in -Fe, grown on Cu–Au by MBE, at low temper-
ature [2]. However, the Curie temperature of -Fe that
shows a giant magnetic moment is too low to be applied to
the actual magnetic devices such as a write pole of a hard-disk
head. On the other hand, -Fe N is a stablephase of bulk
material, that has a face-centered cubic (fcc) bone structure of
Fe of which half of the octahedron position is occupied by
atoms. The magnetic moment of -Fe N is as small as 1.8
/Fe, but the is relatively high as 761 K [3]. One can thus
expect to obtain a large magnetic moment with high , when
the content in Fe lattice could be continuously controlled
from 0 ( -Fe) to 20 at.% ( -Fe N).
Turning to -Fe–N, which has a body-centered tetragonal
(bct) bone structure of Fe and high K at the ter-
minal ( -Fe), its magnetic moment is potentially high, as the
present authors already clarified that a saturation magnetization
of -Fe N is about 240 emu/g [4]. When we take into ac-
count that or phases are regarded as fct Fe lattices, it could
be said that and phases of Fe–N are closely related to each
other. Namely, the structural difference between and -Fe–N
is only an axial ratio of the lattice. Standing on these back-
grounds, we can discuss the magnetism of and -Fe–N from
the viewpoint of axial ratio and expect to enhance the magnetic
moment by maintaining high in and -Fe–N by control-
ling the axial ratio, unit-cell volume, and content of them.
In the matter of content, the previous study showed that ex-
ceeding addition, poisons the volume effect of the magnetic
moment [5]. In the present study, we thus synthesized and
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phases with various unit-cell volume by expanding in-plane
lattice spacing and examined the volume effect of the magnetic
moment and for these phases with suitable content.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Multilayers were fabricated using a facing-targets-type dc
sputtering system at room temperature. The base pressure of
the sputtering chamber was below torr. mixed Ar,
and N gas was introduced to the chamber with various N
flow ratios which were controlled from 5% to 33%
under total pressure of about 5 mtorr. MgO single crystals
were used for the substrate. Film structure was sub./Cr–Mo 20
nm/(Fe–N /Cr–Mo 16 ML) /Fe–N /Cr–Mo 10 nm
and sub./Cu–Au 20 nm/(Fe–N /Cu–Au 16 ML) /Fe–N
/Cu–Au 10 nm. The Fe–N layer thickness , was
changed from 4 to 12 ML. Fe–N 1 ML is defined with using
lattice constant expected from the change of lattice constant
against content as shown later. The chemical composition of
Mo and Au was changed from 0 to 14 at.% and 0 to 75 at.%, re-
spectively. Cr–Mo and Cu–Au 1 ML are defined with using
lattice constant , a separately determined value for thick fims
with X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.
Structural analysis of the films was performed using an X-ray
diffractometer with a Cu– radiation source. The lattice con-
stant of and -Fe–N was determined from the fitting of an
out-of-plane XRD profile with a step-model calculation in the
medium diffraction angle range. The lattice constant of and
-Fe–N was determined by using the grazing incident X-ray
diffracttion (GID) analysis. Values of the magnetic moment of
the films were determined with the SQUID magnetometer. The
average magnetic moment per Fe atom of and -Fe–N was
determined by the following formula:
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Fig. 1. XRD(a) and in-plane XRD profiles of Fe–N/Cr(b) and Fe–N/Cu(c)
multilayers, respectively. Black lines are experimental and gray lines are fitting
results; solid for Fe–N layer and dashed for Cr or Cu layer in the case of in-plane
XRD profiles. N content of 20 at.% case is shown.
where (emu) is the saturation magnetic moment in the film,
is the volume of magnetic layer in the film for for
is the number of Fe atoms in the unit-cell volume, and Bohr
magneton emu.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Synthesis of and -Fe-N With Various Unit-Cell Volume
In this study, all films were epitaxially grown on
the MgO substrates with the lattice relationships of
MgO(001)<100>//Cr–Mo(001)<110>// -Fe–N(001)<110>,
MgO(001)<100>//Cu–Au(001)<100>// -Fe–N(001)<100>.
Fig. 1 shows the typical structure analysis result of Fe–N(4
ML)/Cr and Fe–N(4 ML)/Cu multilayers, for example. In
Fig. 1(a), black lines are experimental and gray lines are fitting
results. The fitting was performed to reproduce experimental
satellite peaks in the step-model calculation profile, with
varying the lattice spacing of (002) of Fe–N. Lattice constant
was determined from the (002) value of the best fit result. The
lattice spacing of (200) of Fe–N was determined by using GID
analysis with separating peak of Fe–N(200) and that of Cu or
Cr(200), as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c). Lattice constant was
determined from these results.
Fig. 2 shows the changes of lattice constants of and
-Fe–N against N content. (bct) and (fct) crystal struc-
ture as mentioned in the introduction section, are the same and
of phase corresponds to of phase. The dashed lines
are replotted data for single layered thick -Fe–N
in [4] for comparison. In the case of Fe–N/Cr multilayer films,
the lattice constant increases with increasing N content.
The lattice constant decreases slightly and shows almost a
constant value with increasing N content. These results are on
the extrapolation line of single-layered -Fe–N films. This fact
means that the phase is formed in Fe–N/Cr multilayer films.
On the other hand, in the case of Fe–N/Cu multilayer films,
the lattice constant and increases with increasing N con-
tent. The lattice constants are different from those of single-lay-
ered -Fe–N and Fe–N/Cr multilayer films. It means that an-
Fig. 2.Change of lattice constans of Fe–N layer in Fe–N/Cr and Fe–N/Cu
multilayers against N content. The schematic lattice model is also shown
explaining the relationship between  -Fe–N (bct) and  -Fe–N(fct). N content
of 20 at.% case is shown.
other phase is formed in Fe–N/Cu multilayer films. This phase
is considered to be phase in comparison with the lattice con-
stant of bulk -Fe N .
As a result, and phases could be synthesized with
content up to 33 at.% by using a multilayer fabrication
technique.
We also successfully synthesized the phase for the case
of Cr–Mo under layer(U.L.) and intermediate layer(I.L.) and
phase for the case of Cu–Au U.L. and I.L. Here, the in-plane lat-
tice spacing of Cr–Mo and Cu–Au increased with increasing Mo
and Au content. The unit-cell volume of and phases
thus monotonously increase with increasing content and ex-
panding in-plane lattice spacing of I.L. The unit-cell volume
changed from 24 to 32 for the case of and from 47 to
63 for the case of . The axial ratio changed from 0.99
to 1.28 for the case of and from 0.93 to 1.07 for the case of
.
B. Volume Effect of Magnetic Moment and Exchange Integral
of and -Fe–N
Fig. 3 shows the changes of magnetic moment against the
unit-cell volume of and -Fe–N( at%). N con-
tent was fixed at 11 at% to obtain the largest magnetic moment
for both and cases from the chemical compositional de-
pendence. In the case of -Fe–N, dead layer exists about 2
ML, due to the formation of a reacted layer between Fe and
Cr–Mo. The result of Mössbauer spectroscopy supports this.
Data in Fig. 3(a) have eliminated the influence of such the dead
layer. The magnetic moment increases with increasing unit-cell
volume. This result corresponds with the theoretical prediction
[6]. The maximum value obtained was 2.6 /Fe at R.T. In the
case of -Fe–N, the dead layer does not exist because Fe and
Cu–Au are immiscible. The magnetic moment increases with
increasing unit-cell volume. This change also corresponds with
theory [7]. The maximum value obtained was 2.2 /Fe at R.T.
Fig. 3 also shows the exchange integral of and -Fe–N,
which was determined from the linear slope of (23 K)
versus the plot ( – K) and corresponds to . In
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Fig. 3. Change of magnetic moment and exchange integral J of  –Fe–N(a)
and  –Fe–N(b)(N = 11 at.%) against the unit-cell volume. Closed circle and
open circle correspond to magnetic moment at R.T. and 23 K, respectively. The
triangle mark corresponds to J .
Fig. 4. Changes of magnetic moment (T = R:T:) and exchange integral J
of Fe–N (N = 11 at.%) as a function of axis ratio and atomic volume. Closed
and open circles correspond to the  and  cases. Solid lines and dashed and
dotted lines correspond to the magnetic moment and J .
the case of -Fe–N, shows almost the constant value against
unit-cell volume. These values are almost the same results of
Hitach group.[8] On the other hand, in the case of -Fe–N,
increases with increasing unit-cell volume in contrast to the case
of -Fe–N.
Fig. 4 shows the changes of magnetic moment
against the axial ratio and atomic volume of Fe–N (
at.%). Closed circles and open circles correspond to the and
cases. In both cases of and -Fe–N, the magnetic mo-
ment increases with increasing atomic volume. In the case of
-Fe–N, the magnetic moment increases with the increasing
axial ratio. On the other hand, in the case of -Fe–N, the mag-
netic moment decreases with increasing axial ratio. Fig. 4 also
shows the exchange integral of and -Fe–N. In the case of
-Fe–N, does not change with increasing atomic volume and
axial ratio. On the other hand, in the case of -Fe–N, also in-
creases with an increasing atomic volume and slightly decreases
with an increasing axial ratio. Namely, Fig. 4 clearly means that
the magnetic moment and are not uniquely decided only by
Fig. 5. Schematic lattice model is shown explaining the relationship between
 -Fe–N (bct) and  -Fe–N(fct). N content is 11 at.%. The lattice constant and
axial ratio are also shown.
the atomic volume of Fe–N. We thus discuss the reason of these
experimental data from the viewpoint of the crystal structure.
Fig. 5 shows the schematic lattice model of and -Fe–N
( at.%). The typical lattice constant and axial ratio
are shown in Fig. 5. The structural difference between and
-Fe–N is only an axial ratio. It was found that the number of
magnetic site splitting of Fe atoms changes with the changing
axial ratio from the comparison of the results of Mössbauer
spectroscopy. In the case of -Fe–N, the number of magnetic
site splitting of Fe atoms is three. On the other hand, in the case
of -Fe–N, the number of magnetic site splitting of Fe atoms
is two. This corresponds to the change of the distance between
the Fe and atom.
Judging from all of these results, we can say that the axial
ratio is one of important factors determining the magnetic mo-
ment and , and can expect to further enhance the magnetic mo-
ment with relatively high , when we could realize the interme-
diate state of and -Fe–N, shown as shaded region in Fig. 4.
Such an intermediate state will be synthesized with controlling
the in-plane lattice spacing of I.L.
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